
Batumi Bypass Road Project (RRP GEO 50064) 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

I. Economic Analysis 

A. General 

1. The economic analysis assessed the construction of the Batumi bypass road on the 
Poti–Batumi–Sarpi Road in Georgia’s Autonomous Republic of Adjara. The projects comprises 
the construction of a 14.3 kilometer (km) two-lane bypass road from Makhinjuari village in the 
north to the juncture with the Batumi–Akhaltsikhe road (E691), thereby bypassing Batumi. 
The existing road traverses Batumi, and serves as major urban thoroughfare through heavily 
built-up tourist and residential areas. The road carries a high percentage of long-distance 
automobile and truck traffic, and provides poor road and travel conditions, especially for transit 
traffic. The route is serving two incompatible functions—providing for fast interregional and 
international transit traffic, and access to residential and commercial areas. This hinders the 
rapid movement of transit traffic, and severely impacts the local and tourist population, resulting 
in negative social and environmental impacts in the resort area. Traffic safety is also a very 
significant concern along the existing route. The projects will divert transit traffic away from the 
existing Poti–Batumi–Sarpi Road. The economic analysis covered 2016–2041, with the first full 
year of operation in 2022. The analysis was based on a comparison of the with- and without-
project scenarios, and used economic prices in the first quarter of 2016 unless otherwise 
indicated. 
 

B. Historic, Existing Traffic and Forecast Traffic 

2. The Roads Department conducts regular traffic counts inApril, July, and October) at 
several sites on the existing Poti–Batumi–Sarpi Road. Seasonal adjustment factors were used 
to calculate the annual average daily traffic. The site at the Chakvi–Makinjauri tunnel (km 95) 
was used as a reference site for this economic evaluation. The annual average daily traffic 
increased from 11,348 vehicles in 2009 to 18,245 in 2015, an average annual increase of about 
10%. Over 1,240 heavy trucks are using the existing road daily (Table 1). The high percentage 
of especially large trucks is significant especially given the steep grades on some sections of 
the study corridor. 
 

Table 1: Historic Kobuleti–Batumi Road Kilometer 95 Automated Traffic Counts 

Year Car 
Mini Buses

a
 & 

Pickups 
Buses & 
Trucks 

Trailers & > 3 
axels Total 

AADT 2009 7,411 3,105 456 376 11,348 
AADT 2010 7,109 3,451 526 506 11,592 
AADT 2011 6,865 3,364 524 560 11,313 
AADT 2012 7,038 3,284 571 609 11,502 
AADT 2013 11,341

b
 1,360 569 1,050 14,320 

AADT 2014 12,393 1,391 519 1,108 15,411 
AADT 2015 16,098 368 535 1,243 18,245 

AADT = annual average daily traffic. 
a
 Mini busses carry fewer than 15 passengers. 

b
 The Georgian Roads Department switched from laser counters to new radar counters that have a significantly 

better system for identification of vehicle types and lengths, and improved accuracy. 
Source: Georgian Roads Department. 

 
3. To forecast traffic on the project bypass roads, projections were prepared for (i) normal 
traffic, (ii) diverted traffic, and (iii) generated traffic. Normal traffic is the traffic that would arise 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=50064-001-3
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on the existing Poti–Batumi–Sarpi Road without the projects. The forecast of normal traffic was 
based on projections of gross domestic product (GDP) growth and the estimated income 
elasticity of traffic demand.1 The International Monetary Fund’s forecasts for Georgia over the 
period to 2019 served as a starting point for the development of central growth forecasts for the 
national economy.2 For the remainder of the evaluation period reference was made to longer 
term economic forecasting work carried out by organizations such as the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development with specific reference to Turkey, with whom Georgia 
has a close economic relationship. The resulting GDP growth forecasts for Georgia are in Table 
2. 
 

Table 2: Gross Domestic Product Growth Forecasts for Georgia 
from to % p.a. from to % p.a. 

2015 2015 2.0 2021 2025 4.5 
2016 2016 3.0 2026 2030 3.5 
2017 2017 4.5 2031 2040 3.0 
2018 2020 5.0 2041 2049 2.5 

p.a. = per annum. 
Source: International Monetary Fund, Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development. 

 
4. GDP growth was projected to recover gradually from 3% in 2016 to 5% in 2020. 
Thereafter projected growth was reduced, reaching 2.5% during 2041–2049. Traffic demand 
elasticity of 1.2 for passenger traffic and 1.1 for freight was used for the first 10 years and 
gradually reduced to 1 during 2041–2049. Diverted traffic is traffic that prefers the project 
bypass roads to the existing Poti–Batumi–Sarpi road. More freight traffic than passenger traffic 
is likely to divert. It is assumed that about 62% of freight traffic, and about 43% of total traffic, 
will divert to the bypass roads. This is further supported by the efforts of the City of Batumi to 
divert any heavy truck traffic from traversing the city center. The projects will reduce road user 
costs on the existing road. To estimate generated traffic, road user cost savings on the existing 
road were calculated and then the price elasticity was applied. An elasticity of 10% for light-to-
medium passenger vehicles and light goods vehicles was used. A summary of the traffic 
forecast is in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Projected Traffic in Selected Years 
(number of vehicles per day) 

 AADT Without Project  AADT With Project 

Year Existing Road  Existing Road Bypass Diverted Bypass Generated 

2022 26,268  14,672 11,596 1,438 
2030 36,713  20,523 16,190 2,012 
2040 49,960  27,953 22,006 2,742 

AADT = annual average daily traffic. 
Note: Using the traffic forecast presented in Table 3, a volume capacity analysis was undertaken that shows that 
the existing section without-project scenario reaches its maximum (jam capacity) at year 2024 for the highest traffic 
flow period. The with-project scenario significantly reduced the volume/capacity ratio through major traffic diversion, 
and provides sufficient capacity for the existing and bypass sections. Similarly, speeds on the existing facility will be 
significantly reduced without the bypass option. Speeds for cars can be maintained in the range of 90–100 km/h 
during the analysis period for the bypass facility. 
Source: Asian Development Bank project preparatory technical assistance. 

 
 

                                                           
1
 Although population or household growth is generally a determinant of projected passenger traffic, it was not 

considered in this traffic forecast, as the population of Georgia is essentially static. 
2
 International Monetary Fund. 2016. World Economic Outlook. Washington D.C. 
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C. Economic Costs 

5. The economic costs of the projects comprise (i) capital investment, including civil works; 
environmental mitigation; land acquisition and resettlement; and consulting services for 
construction supervision; and (ii) road maintenance. Costs related to taxes and duties and 
financing charges during implementation were excluded. The project costs were divided into 
tradable and non-tradable components. The costs of non-tradable components, such as 
unskilled labor and domestic materials, were converted into the world price numeraire through 
the use of a conversion factor of 0.991. A shadow wage rate factor of 0.7 was used to estimate 
the economic price of unskilled labor. Capital investment economic costs were estimated at 
$15.4 million per km for the Batumi bypass road. The annual average route maintenance cost of 
the existing road between Kobuleti and Sarpi under the without-project scenario is estimated at 
$2,150 per km per year. The same annual average route maintenance cost was assumed for 
the project bypass roads as the existing Sarpi–Kobuleti road, which is well maintained and in 
good condition. 
 
6. To attain the expected economic return on the capital investment, the government’s 
ambitious road investment program needs to be supported by adequate institutional capacity. 
The Roads Department must be strengthened to fulfill its planning, monitoring, and execution 
roles in the transformation of the economy into a market-oriented system. To make the 
proposed investment sustainable, the investment program will support the development of 
Roads Department capacity to plan and carry out performance-based maintenance contracts. 
These contracts have both output- and performance-based components and consist of (i) initial 
repairs, so that routine maintenance can be performed (4–6 month duration); (ii) routine 
maintenance comprising lump-sum monthly payments per km, based on meeting defined 
operating and maintenance service levels (entire contract period, typically 5 years); (iii) periodic 
maintenance (resurfacing), according to a given annual schedule or total output in km over the 
contract period; and (iv) emergency maintenance works. 
 

D. Economic Benefits 

7. The quantified economic benefits of the project are (i) savings in vehicle operating costs 
(VOCs), (ii) savings in travel time, and (iii) a reduction in traffic accidents. The savings in travel 
time constitute the major part of the project benefits. Traffic diverting to the project bypass road 
will benefit from higher speeds on a smoother riding surface with better vertical and horizontal 
alignment and less congestion. Traffic that continues to use the existing road will also benefit 
from a reduction in the volume of traffic and, hence, in congestion. All these changes will affect 
vehicle speeds and VOCs. 
 

Table 4: Typical Economic Benefits, by Vehicle Type 
($ per kilometer) 

Vehicle Type 
Existing Roads Without 

Bypass Roads 
Project 

Bypass Roads Savings 
Savings 

(%) 

A. Vehicle Operating Costs   
Car 0.252 0.231 0.021 8.5 
Minibus 0.310 0.242 0.068 21.8 
Medium bus 0.422 0.330 0.092 21.8 
Large bus 1.412 1.159 0.254 18.0 
Light goods vehicles 0.290 0.239 0.050 17.3 
Medium goods vehicles 0.585 0.451 0.133 22.8 
Heavy goods vehicles 0.953 0.727 0.226 23.8 
Articulated truck 1.423 1.038 0.385 27.0 
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Vehicle Type 
Existing Roads Without 

Bypass Roads 
Project 

Bypass Roads Savings 
Savings 

(%) 

B. Travel Time Costs    
Car 0.280 0.088 0.191 68.36 
Minibus 1.538 0.520 1.018 66.21 
Medium bus 0.935 0.340 0.595 63.61 
Large bus 1.378 0.529 0.849 61.61 
Light goods vehicles 0.124 0.042 0.083 66.53 
Medium goods vehicles 0.085 0.038 0.047 55.45 
Heavy goods vehicles 0.084 0.035 0.050 59.13 
Articulated truck 0.084 0.030 0.054 64.34 
Source: Asian Development Bank project preparatory technical assistance. 

 
8. The typical economic benefits of savings in VOCs and travel time are summarized in 
Table 4. The project will allow for 60% savings in travel time through use of the bypass option. 
Values of time savings were derived on the basis of GDP per capita. Incomes in the project area 
are higher than average as a result of tourism, and GDP per capita in urban areas at purchasing 
power parity (about $4 per hour) was taken to be the working wage of a car passenger. For bus 
passengers, whose share in total bus trips is small, $3 per hour was assumed to be the working 
wage. A nonworking trip was assigned 40% of the value of a working trip. For goods traffic, 
1 hour saved was estimated to be worth $0.30. 
 
9. In terms of accident cost the total value of a fatality was estimated to be $260,000 and a 
serious injury was valued at $64,000. Accident rates per 100 million vehicle km were estimated 
at 6 fatalities and 60 injuries with the project. Existing rates for without the project are 
18 fatalities and 112 injuries per 100 million vehiclekm. The decrease in the number of 
accidents reduces the overall accident costs. 
 
10. The calculated benefits of generated traffic were half of the difference in unit road user 
costs between the with- and without-project scenarios, multiplied by the generated traffic 
volumes. 
 

E. Economic Internal Rate of Return 

11. An economic evaluation of the projects was undertaken, using the highway design and 
maintenance 4 (HDM-4) model.3 The project were evaluated over 20 years; the first full year of 
benefits was assumed to be 2022. A residual value of 30% of capital costs was included in the 
final year of the evaluation period. The results are summarized in Table 5. They show that the 
project is economically viable, with an estimated economic internal rate of return (EIRR) of 
16.1% and an estimated net present value of $62.3 million. 
 

Table 5: Detailed Economic Analysis 
($ million) 

Year 

Incremental Costs  Road User Cost Savings 

Net 
Benefits Capital Recurrent Total VOC 

Time 
Savings 

Generated 
Traffic 

Accident 
Savings Total 

2017 47.01 0.00 47.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (47.01) 

2018 17.21 0.00 17.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (17.21) 
2019 42.59 0.00 42.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (42.59) 

                                                           
3
 World Road Association. 2004. Highway Development and Management Tool (HDM-4). Available: 

https://www.piarc.org/en/knowledge-base/road-assets-management/HDM-4-Software/. 
 

https://www.piarc.org/en/knowledge-base/road-assets-management/HDM-4-Software/
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Year 

Incremental Costs  Road User Cost Savings 

Net 
Benefits Capital Recurrent Total VOC 

Time 
Savings 

Generated 
Traffic 

Accident 
Savings Total 

2020 59.81 0.00 59.81 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00  (59.81) 
2021 52.82 0.00 52.82 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00  0.00  (52.82) 

2022 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.57 27.32 0.00  7.36  35.25  35.22  
2023 0.00 0.03 0.03 3.05 29.70 1.70  7.95  42.39  42.36  
2024 0.00 0.03 0.03 3.48 31.27 1.79  8.37  44.91  44.88  

2025 0.00 0.03 0.03 3.53 32.38 1.89  8.68  46.47  46.44  
2026 0.00 0.03 0.03 3.44 33.46 1.97  8.99  47.86  47.83  

2027 1.05 0.09 1.13 3.41 34.55 2.05  9.37  49.38  48.24  
2028 0.00 0.03 0.03 5.94 35.71 2.14  9.71  53.50  53.47  

2029 0.00 0.03 0.03 6.47 36.70  2.22  10.07  55.46  55.43  
2030 0.00 0.03 0.03 6.81 37.51  2.31  10.37  57.00  56.97  

2031 0.00 0.03 0.03 7.12 38.32  2.38  10.69  58.50  58.47  
2032 0.00 0.03 0.03 7.72 39.22  2.46  11.04  60.45  60.42  
2033 0.00 0.03 0.03 8.23 40.13  2.54  11.40  62.31  62.28  
2034 1.05 0.09 1.13 9.11 41.03  2.63  11.78  64.55  63.42  
2035 0.00 0.03 0.03 5.02 40.26  2.71  12.16  60.16  60.12  
2036 0.00 0.03 0.03 4.48 38.93  2.80  12.51  58.72  58.69  
2037 0.00 0.03 0.03 4.17 37.04  2.89  12.86  56.95  56.92  
2038 0.00 0.03 0.03 4.24 36.25  2.97  13.24  56.70  56.67  
2039 0.00 0.03 0.03 4.61 37.24  3.06  13.63  58.55  58.52  

2040 0.00 0.03 0.03 5.05 38.28  3.15  14.04  60.52  60.49  

2041 (66.21) 0.03 (66.17) 6.59 41.76  3.25  14.70  66.29  132.47  

   Net Present Value (at 12% discount rate, $ million)  62.3 

      Economic Internal Rate of Return (%) 16.1 

( ) = negative, VOC = vehicle operating cost. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

F. Sensitivity Analysis 

12. The sensitivity analysis assessed the variables to which the estimated EIRR and the net 
present value of the projects are sensitive. The results are summarized in Table 6, showing that 
the project’s economic viability remains robust under such scenarios. 

 
Table 6: Sensitivity Analysis 

Parameters 
EIRR 
(%) 

NPV 
($ million) 

 
Switching Value 

Base Case 16.1 62.3  
 a. Benefits less 10% 14.7 40.9 

–29.4%  b. Benefits less 20% 13.4 19.6 
 c. Capital cost increased by 10% 14.9 47.2 

+41.2%  d. Capital cost increased by 20% 13.8 32.1 
 e. Combination of a and c 13.6 25.9  
 f. Traffic growth of –10% 13.0 13.8 

  g. Traffic growth of –20% 10.2 (22.6) 

   h. One year delay in road opening 14.2 35.92  
( ) = negative, EIRR = economic internal rate of return, NPV = net present value. 
a
 Switching Value: the value at which (increase for cost, decrease for benefit) the indicated item will 

produce an EIRR of 12%. 
Source: Asian Development Bank project preparatory technical assistance. 

 
G. Risk Analysis 

13. Risk analysis estimated the probability of EIRR and net present value (NPV) would fall 
below zero using Monte Carlo method. Input and maximum values have been set as total 
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discounted net benefits for vehicle operating cost savings, time cost savings, generated traffic, 
and accidents cost savings. Maximum values for benefits have been limited to base sensitivity 
scenario. 
 

Table 7: Risk Analysis 
 Maximum Value ($ million) Input Value ($ million) 

Cost 180.80 Base + 20% 150.67 Base 
Net VOC Savings 18.69 Base 14.95 Base –20% 
Net Time Cost Savings 144.98 Base 115.98 Base –20% 
Net Accident Savings 41.08 Base 24.64 Base –40% 
Net Gen. Traffic Savings 7.17 Base 5.74 Base –20% 

VOC = vehicle operation cost 
Source: Asian Development Bank project preparatory technical assistance. 

 
14. A 20%–40% decrease in all benefits and an increase in the project cost of 20% resulted 
in a positive mean value of NPV = $10.6 million, and a 72% probability the NPV would be within 
bound values between 0–max. (52.9). 
 
II. Financial Analysis 

15. The maintenance expenses for the project road are estimated at $2,150 per km per year 
for the economic analysis, and the yearly allocation for routine maintenance for international and 
secondary roads of $2,500–3,000 per km will be adequate to maintain the project road functions 
without undue damage. The financial management assessment was conducted as part of 
project preparation. The capacity of the Eurasian Transport Corridor Investment Center (ETCIC), 
a financial management unit within the Roads Department, was assessed for funds-flow 
arrangements, staffing, accounting and financial reporting systems, financial information 
systems, and internal and external auditing arrangements. 4  Originally established as a 
temporary organization to undertake the financial management of a World Bank road project 
according to presidential decree in 1995, ETCIC conducts the financial management for 
externally funded projects on the Road Department’s behalf. ETCIC has six professional staff 
members recruited from the market and professionally trained in financial management and 
accounting, and five supporting specialists. ETCIC’s operating expenses are compensated by 
funds from projects undertaken by the Asian Development Bank, European Investment Bank, 
and World Bank. Its technical capacity is assessed as satisfactory, and it meets Asian 
Development Bank financial management requirements. 

                                                           
4
 ETCIC is a department of of the Ministry of Regional Development and Infrastructure of Georgia that assists the 

Roads Department in financial management for externally funded projects. 


